Designed by Taku Kumazawa

Frame

100% polypropylene - Plastic sheet cut offs from food cups

Mesh

100% recycled PET bottles

PP Frame 80% Polypropylene + 20% Glass Fibres
Automobile Fans - waste material from mouldings
process direct from the Toyota factory Neighbour.

TIPO is a high density multi-purpose mesh stacking chair weighing only 3.5kgs. The Japanese designed and manufactured Tipo
conference chair meets international performance, ergonomic
and quality standards and stacks 40 high. Exceptional seating
comfort is created through a combination of a waterfall mesh
seat and a flexible back. The integrated linking device in the sled
base avoids the need for additional components. Manufactured
in Japan by Axona-Aichi, the Tipo stacking meeting chair is an
eco friendly GECA certified product. Tipo was the recipient of the
‘Red Dot Design Award’. Each component of the chair has been
carefully selected and engineered to evolve from recycled materials. The chair can be easily disassembled into each material
type for recyclable purposes. The aesthetics, comfort, functionality and restorative qualities of the ultra light Tipo chair set a new
direction in the evolution of mesh stacking chairs.

CTZ sets new standards in the design of flip-top tables for meeting, conference and training
rooms. Winner of the Good Design Award in Japan, CTZ flip-top tables bring to the market
features that enable anyone to use the table confidently at any time. One person can set up
or store away with a simple lever action. The patented synchro top mechanism of this CTZ
flip-top table enables the leg stoppers [brakes] to rise and lower within the height adjustable
castors with the movement of the table top.Hooks are standard on both ends of the CTZ fliptop table on the upper column which are great for hanging handbags rather than leaving on
the floor underfoot, and with the top folded down, a basic storage shelf is created below for
text books or note book covers.
An optional modesty panel is available. The parallel stack design enables the CTZ flip-top
table legs to stack tightly together in a beautiful and compact way. The design is such that
there is no horizontal stacking creep to the left or right. Table tops are available in super
lightweight honeycomb construction.CTZ flip top tables have been carefully designed for
environmental friendliness.
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CTZ Storage Specifications
450mm Depth Top Stores at 885mm High
140 x Quantity + 330 = Depth
(i.e. 10 Tables store 140mm x 10 + 330mm = 1730mm Depth

600mm Depth Top Stores at1030mm High
140 x Quantity + 450 = Depth
(i.e. 10 Tables store 140mm x 10 + 450mm = 1850mm Depth
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